
 
 

Taking Risks to  
Create Voice 

Lesson Five 

Mailbag:Mailbag:Mailbag:Mailbag:    
It’s always great to get a real response to a piece of writing.  Not just a letter on the top and a grade from your teacher, I 
mean a real response.  It feels good to have an audience that cares enough to respond to your writing.   
 
What do I do:What do I do:What do I do:What do I do:    
1. Write a letter to someone that interests you, has accomplished something you admire, or whom you’d call upon to  

answer some questions.  I’ll tell you right now, authors are the most likely to write back.  Below is an example written 
by a 9th grade student who wrote to author Ray Bradbury. 

 
Dear Mr. Bradbury, 
  When you write a book like Fahrenheit 451, where did you get the idea?  Schools shouldn’t ban books.  I don’t think 
that’s a very good idea.  Kids should get to read what they want.  We’re old enough to decide for ourselves what’s good for us or 
isn’t.   
  Our teacher told us not to watch the movie of your book because it wasn’t very good.  I watched it anyway and she 
was right! It was terrible.  That would make me mad if it was my book. 
  If I could call you and ask you a question it would be “Why are you afraid to fly?”  It would be great if you’d write me 
back and tell me the answer. 
Thank you,  
Roberto 
 

2. After you write your first draft, give the letter to a classmate to read.  Ask them nicely and remember, when they do 
this assignment they’ll be looking for help too.  Ask them to respond to the following: 

• Name something in the letter that piqued your interest. 
• Is there anything else you’d like to know more about? 

• Name three places you think the letter has strong voice.  If you can’t name three, find places where you think voice could be 
added. 

 
3. Revise your letter based on the feedback you got from your classmate. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with different classmates until you think you’ve got a letter worth sending and send it.   
5. Below is a revised version of Roberto’s letter.   
 

Dear Mr. Bradbury, 
  You probably get a lot of letters like this from kids who read and like your books.  You may not ever read them all, and 
I sure don’t expect you to write back.  But this is the first time I have ever written to an author—even when the teacher told us 
we had to— I still never did it until now. 
  Something in your story Fahrenheit 451 really made me think.  I mean, how could people ever let something like this 
happen?  How could people not see that banning books would lead to not having any books to read at all?  Sometimes I get 
really mad at the way parents and people in our town try and decide what is right for kids to read at school.  I know they are 
just doing what they think is right, but can’t they understand what will happen if they don’t trust us kids to use our heads and 
sort out the good stuff from the bad? 
  I think every person should have to read and talk about Fahrenheit 451 before they go spouting off their big mouths 
about what should or shouldn’t be read in school or in the library.  Maybe then they’d have to think about whether they are 
doing is really hurting us kids and society, too.   
  You know who else should read the book?  The movie producers.  I don’t think they had read it at ll from what I saw 
in the movie.  Can’t you do something about that? 
  Our teacher told us a lot about you when she head you talk at the English teachers’ meeting a few years ago.  Is it 
true that you never used to ride on airplanes because you were afraid of them?  How do you get the ideas to write all this cool 
science fiction and you don’t even like airplanes?  Are you scared of other modern stuff?  Do you like FAX machines?  I guess I 
really do want you to write back if you have time.  Or FAX me, ha! HA! 
Sincerely,  
Roberto 


